See Workspace Mounting Solutions
revitalising your commercial office
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Examine

Achieve

Unbeatable Range

Remarkable results

Experience
Unmatched Service

Our complimentary
diagnostic service

Training & assisting
professional installers

Intuitive Design

Work with our engineers to
create your bespoke solution

Enjoy

We design and manufacture
innovative mounting solutions
for the latest in AV technology

A Trusted Brand

Experts in designing visual technology mounts for:

Strategic zones

“[Make] one decision that eliminates 1000
later decisions.” – Greg McKeown, business strategist

Articulated monitor arms
for superior adjustability
Multi-screen desks provide the infrastructure to enable unprecedented ROI for finance wizards

Strategic zones

Equip high-demand
environments with
multi-screen battle stations

Atdec Uncover™ tip

Tech-enhanced data aggregation has changed
everything. Financial services and mission-critical
control rooms have both taken to the multi-screen
trend in a big way, jumping on the infrastructure
potential of ‘war rooms’ that are adjustable,
interchangeable and upgradeable.

> Multi-screen configurations

Balance your present and
future workspace needs

> Multi-device adaptions
> Multi-user ergonomics
> Upgrade-friendly mounts
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Knowledge work zones
Amp up employee
efficiency with
multi-device work
stations
In 1959, management expert Peter
Drucker coined the term “knowledge
worker” and explored changing
roles in an emerging knowledge
economy. Today knowledge workers
are also digital natives requiring
ergonomic, adjustable and multidevice workstations to support peak
productivity.

Benching and desking options include
set-and-forget (individual user)
interactive (multiple users), or modular
(the most interchangeable option)

Atdec Uncover™ tip
Turbocharge your workstations
with accessories
> Above-desk charging stations
(pictured above and right)
> Adjustable laptop holders
> Universal tablet adaptors

Articulated arms for infinite ergonomic
adjustments

Knowledge work zones
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Collaborative zones
Encourage cross-pollination
of ideas with future-forward
meeting spaces
The Workplace 2.0 revolution is all about enabling fluid
cross-collaboration between floors and departments.
Future-forward collaborative zones include large meeting
rooms, common digital message boards, web conferencing
nooks, and dual-purpose presentation areas.

Wall and ceiling-mounted
projectors and screens
enable robust multipurpose areas

Atdec Uncover™ tip
Establish your project
parameters
> Installation surfaces
> Technology requirements
> Display applications
> User environment
> Future considerations

Collaborative zones
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Welcome zones

Engage potential clients with
strategic reception setups
Projecting a brand-positive image in an Insta-happy
digital era begins with next-level reception areas that
‘wow’ customers whether they’re checking into a hotel,
booking a meeting room, approaching a service desk,
or waiting for an appointment. As marketing guru Seth
Godin says, “Whatever the status quo is, changing it
gives you the opportunity to be remarkable.”

Options for your nextlevel reception area
include heavy duty
monitor arms, video
walls, and self-service
tablet mounts

Welcome zones

Atdec Uncover™ tip
Simplify your mounting
selection process
> Consult our experts about your
space needs
> Schedule your complimentary
Atdec Uncover™ diagnostic
> Review the most promising
recommendations
> Discuss feature/price/ergonomic/
aesthetic trade offs
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Revitalising your
commercial office
starts here
Atdec Uncover™ is
where our infinite
mounting possibilities
become your specific
mounting solutions.
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Contact us today to schedule
your complimentary Atdec
Uncover™ diagnostic and select
the optimum workspace solutions
for your specific project.

Head Office
Suite 3 Level 2 16 Giffnock Avenue

Phone: +61 2 8729 5000

Macquarie Park NSW 2113 Australia

Email: info@atdec.com
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